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Muscle contributions to body mass centre acceleration during the first stance of sprint running
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Summary
The aim of this study was to determine how individual lower-limb muscles contributed to body COM acceleration during the first stance of sprint running when the runner presented a considerable side-to-side movement at the beginning of a sprint start. It remains unclear whether a wide step width affects muscle contribution and if so, what its influence is.

Introduction
The best results in sprint running are based upon developing the greatest forward acceleration, reaching the maximal speed, and keeping that speed over the remainder of the run [1].

The greatest forward acceleration is generated in the first stance of a sprint due to the very high propulsive force production [2]. A wide step width is associated with high force generation during long foot-ground contacts [3]. Thus, the first step of wide-base-width sprinters was selected to study body COM accelerations induced by major lower-limb muscles.

Methods
Four (2 men and 2 women) internationally-competitive sprinters (mean ± SD: height 1.75 ± 0.1 m, mass 70.25 ± 14.04 kg, personal best for 100 m: men 11.23 ± 0.35 s, women 11.62 ± 0.45 s) performed several sprint start trials with their natural wide step width (0.33 ± 0.03 m) in a motion capture lab.

Marker trajectories were sampled at 250 Hz and GRFs were recorded at 1500 Hz with a 3rd order Butterworth filter. EMG patterns were measured at 1500 Hz using surface electrodes on six muscles.

A 12-segment, 29-DOF musculoskeletal model [4] was used in OpenSim v3.3 and scaled to each participant’s anthropometry. Joint angles were generated with inverse kinematics. Joint moments were computed with the residual reduction algorithm, which also adjusted the model to resolve dynamic inconsistencies. Muscle activations were calculated with computed muscle control and constraints were used to match better EMG. Finally, an induced acceleration analysis was performed and individual muscle contributions to fore-aft, vertical, and mediolateral COM accelerations were estimated.

Results and Discussion
Ankle plantarflexors were the largest contributors to induced support and propulsive body COM acceleration for the fastest female sprinter (Figure 1). The knee extensors (rectus femoris, vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, and vastus intermedius) also contributed to upward acceleration but decelerated the body COM in the direction of progression. Hamstrings, tibialis anterior and adductors contributed to downward acceleration.

Conclusions
Ankle plantarflexors were the main contributors to body propulsion and support, while knee extensors decelerated forward propulsion but induced medial accelerations. Hip extensors and hip adductors did not offer a remarkable contribution to body COM acceleration in any direction. Better understanding of muscles’ induced COM accelerations may provide some explanation for sprinters’ very wide first few steps.
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